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strands; as also ' or, accord. to

IAar, a bow-string that is even, except that there

is a prominence in one part of it, wherefore it,is

rubbed and pulled with a piece ofa ‘C? [q. v.]

until that prominence disappears : and 7 the

latter, accord. to ISh, a bow-string not uniformly

nor well twisted, having in it prominences, so

that one of its strands appears above the others,

or some appear above others. (TA.)
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is)-_-: see what next follows, in three places:
94/»

=and see 2:19, in two places.

A gulp, or as much as is swallowed at once,

of water; a of water being like 21. &;ill of

food: (Msbz) or a sup, or sip; or as much as

is supped, or sipped, at once; or a mouthful of

what is supped, or sipped; (syn. 5,...»-;) of water;

($,K;) as also and '32}. orand are substs. [signifying the act of

swallowing water] from Elf," é “ he swallowed

the water :” (K :) or V 2'; signifies a single act

qfs-wallowing water: (IAth, L:) and what

one swallows: (L,K :) or a mouthful which one

sn-allows: (TA :) or a small draught: (IAth:)

and its pl. is (Msb,TA.) The dim. is

110') '10!

74:53. ($,K.) And hence the pr0v., ¢'.-Jo‘!

,;_,'s.I-at $56, ($gh, 1_<,) the verb being

intrans., and Q)-_.. being in the accus. case as a

denotative of state, as though the speaker said,

@5311 its ; (sgh;) orQ53»; ($.19) 01» (Kt) Such a one

dscaped [from destruction] when his spirit, or the

remains thereof, had become in his mouth; (L,

K;) or near thereto, (K,) as a sup [or little sup] of

water to the chin [of a person drinking] ; (TA ;)

or when death was as near to him as a little sup

of water to the chin; (L 3) or when at his last

gasp: (Fr, applied to one who has been at

the point of destruction, and then escaped: :)

11,4) "oi

or, accord. to AZ, it is thus; 3-8-_\)n_- L,;.LUl,

which may mean he made me to escape &c:, or

he escapedfrom me &c. ; in the latter case, U;.’.‘.\s'1

being for and [it is said that] Euv._;)q.

is prefixed to Q3.,'\ll because the motion of the

chin indicates the nearness of the departure of the

soul: or the meaning of the words related by AZ

may be, he made me, i. e. the remains of my

soul, to escape ; the last two words being a sub

stitute for the pronoun afiixed to the verb.

($gh.) One says also, Q51! mean

ing He outwent me, [or escaped me,] and I swal

lowed my spittle in wrath, or rage, against him.

(TA.) Aha 5.. _§.;.°.l a2}; (1,. L2

t[There is nothing that ‘is swallowed

more pi'aisen'orthy in its result than what is

swallowed of wrath, or rage, which we repress,

or restrain]. (TA.)
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a.:)n_-: see is”-.

‘I/I

-1=,=.- <s.1.<>an<1 ' (K) and HIE}; (s,

K) and 7 An even piece, ($,) or a

round piece, or hill, or hilloch, of sand, that

produces no plants, or herbage , K ;) and, as

some add, that retains no water: (TA :) or a

piece, or tract, ofsand, goodfor producing plants,

or herbage, in which is no softness, or looseness :

($gh, L, K :) or land in which is ruggedness,

resembling sand: (L,K :) or a hill of which one

side consists of sand, and one side of stones: (K :)

or what is termed 7 .\s)a_- and 7 {pl is larger

than what is termed 35);: 74:); is also ex

plained as signifying sand of which the middle

is elevated, and ofwhich the sides are thin : and,

accord. to IAth, 7 {kl signifies a wide place, in

which is ruggedness .- (TA :) or this last, a plain,

or soft, pglace, intermixed with sand: (Ham

p. 574 :) is sing., or n.'un., of 7 ($,

K:*) or, accord. to some, this last word is a

I r 0 I

sing., like £91; and its pl. [of pauc.] is C119!

and [of mult] the pl. of Egg. is :

and the pl. oflA:)q

J »E

I.
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and ‘the pl: of is

is ;:\;\s)t_>: and the pl. of it»! is.

(TA.)

Ir’! Ivrr

its);-: see 3.:-)a_-, in four places.

leses _ 9,0)

@)>_. d1m.of&.s)-_., q. v.

M)@2 see

1-9!
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8”» A she-camel in which is not as much [milk]

r404 1

Q1, 4

see is”-, in four places.

as will satisfy thirst, but only some sups: :)

pl. (L, and €)’\q..o: (L :) J explains

the former pl. as signifying she-camels having

little milk; as though there were not in their

adders more than some sups; and the sing. he

does not mention. (TA.)

05» 2

£9»: see in two places.

~51?

"1, ($-1\T§b»1.§,)fgP_- a (s. Me») in 11

Jfi ($, Msb, and 333-, (Lb, He took

away, carried away, or removed, the whole of it,

($, Msb, or the greater part of it, ($,) or

much qfit : and [in like manner 7ti:';q-;

for its inf. n.] signifies the act of carrying

away wholly: :) and 'tl5)';a_-l he took the

whole qfit. (TA in art. Also, (inf. n.

TA,) Ile swept it away, namely, mud,

($, K,) from the surface of the earth; (TA ;) and

so Y 15)., (K,) int‘. 11. (TA ,) and

7 (K :) or ‘ah; signifies the act of

clearing away mud or the like well; in Persian,

Q-\-90; -‘L9: (KL: [Golius, app. misled by a

mistranscription, has explained the verb, \.5;q-, as

on the authority of the KL, by “bene efl'udit:”])

and 2:;.Jl 7 t.5)'-‘Q-I he swept away the thing
;/, r

(A§)n_-) from the surface of the earth. (TA.) You

say also, J,;Jl (Mgh,) or 7 inf. n.

$35; (s ;) and ' la}-1; ($»Ki) we or

renls swept it away; (TA ;) [or swept it partially

away; or were it away ;] namely, a portion of

land. (s,Mt_th,1_<. See Aha, ofa death

commonly prevailing, J.;.:J\ t.5;s:-:5I [It swept away, or destroyed, men, like the sweep

ing away of the torrent]: (TA :) and 7

4,331 JLO 1[It sweeps away, or destroys, the

cattle of the people]. ($,TA.)_ [He shovelled

it, or scooped it, away, or up, or out.] You say,

J3; [He scooped it up, or out, with
both hislhands]; i. e. something dry, as flour,

and sand, and the like. ($ in art. Qia-.)_

Q); It (herbage) was eaten up utterly. (TA.)

2. inf. n. : see 1, in four places.

_.;.h:all + Time, or fortune, or misfortune,

destroyed, or ezcterminated, his property, or cattle,

and reduced him to poverty. (TA.) A poet (of

the Benoo-Teiyi, TA) says,

0_-tn» 1 - » . J» g 4

‘ _.:e\,.-.1195 U5“ *

1- ,t.'_.,; °,..=f@ Lilli 3% -

+ [And m.i.<_:fortunes have destroyed my property,

or cattle, and reduced me to poverty, I have not

seen any one in a state of perdition like the two

sons ofZiydd]. TA.) '

4. J»! It (a place) was invaded by a torrent

such as is termed

2|)

5 : see 1, in two places ; and see up.

8 : see 1, in three places.

ID: I
- .

up: see Q)’;-._Also A smooth side ofa

mountain. (Aboo-Kheyreh,K.)

: see the next paragraph.

‘J1
-

es)? and 7 ($, Msb, K, &c.,) the latter

a contraction of the former, (Msb,) [An abrupt,

water-worn, bank or ridge,-] a bank Ksh
and Jel in ix. 110) of a valley, the lowerlpart of

which is excavated by the water, and hollowed

out by the torrents, so that it remains uncompact,

unsound, or weak; (Ksh ib.;) a bank, or an

acclivity, ofa water-course of a valley and the like,

when the water has carried away from its lower

part, and undermined it, so that it has become

like what is termed a J:-5, with its upper part.

overhanging; (L ;) a portion qfland (or sand,

$ in art. H5) which the torrents have partially

J3/Q 1 ,

swept away, or worn away, (7 a.;5)@3, $,K, or

V Mgh,) and eaten; ($,Msb, K ;) apar

tion of the lower part of the side of a valley, and

ofa river, eaten by the torrent; (M, TA. ;) the

side of the bank of a river, that has been eaten

by the water, so that some part of it every little

while falls: (Har p. 47:) and the latter, [or

each,] a place which the torrent does not take

away; as also '\-,§;|D_~; [i. e. a bank, or

ridge, that remains rising abruptly by the beg pf

a torrent (gr stream :] pl. °[pf pauc.] (of J»,

TA) J\,',.‘_’.t, (15,) lil‘<,e’__.»\.:.l=l pl. <>t"_,.£i’., (TA,)

and [of mult.] (of J”, though it is implied in

the K that it is of TA) like(s,1_<) pl. hr,’..i._’., (s,) and (ISd, TA.)

Ir]

h.3l)q- A torrent ,that carries away everything;

($, Msb ;) i. q. t_5l>=_- applied to a torrent; as

also 7 (K ;) and a torrent that

sweeps away that by which it passes, by reason of

its copiousness, carrying away everything, and

so lt.:§)\a:- applied to rain. (TA.)__IA very

voracious man: (K, TA :) a man who devours

all the food: :) one who eats vehemently,
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